
I s it important to your business to 

understand how the distance between 

a customer’s home and your store affects 

that person’s shopping patterns? Should 

you know how your risk is affected by 

the concentration of insured properties 

or company facilities in a particular area? 

Does it matter to your bottom line which 

route a supply delivery truck takes?    

Where a customer lives, the location 

of at-risk property and the roads traveled 

all require understanding the geospatial 

information contained within an organi-

zation’s data. The Teradata Database now 

processes location data with agility and 

scalability to offer a new dimension in 

analytics and understanding.

What is geospatial?
Geospatial refers to storing and processing 

location information in a database and using 

it in business intelligence (BI) and other 

applications. “Location” can be either a single 

point on the earth or a series of points that 

together represent a line or polygon. This 

information exists in almost every type of 

business and is contained in common data 

such as customer and store addresses; origin 

and destination points for trips, shipments or 

routes; or hazard zones where natural phe-

nomena such as a storm, disease or fire occur.

Within the database, points are generally 

translated into longitudes and latitudes in a 

process called geocoding. This step enables 

location relationships to be calculated 

in later analyses. Just as the database can 

subtract columns such as “price” and “cost” 

to determine “net profit,” so too can the 

distance between two location points be 

calculated. When such details are combined 

with other business data—from a mar-

keting strategy, for example—the results 

produce actionable information.  

While the home address of each cus-

tomer and the address of each store are just 

data, this information becomes actionable 

when it is added to information gleaned 

from a customer’s response to ad fliers. 

A marketing department might find that 

customer response is low for those who live 

more than five miles from a store.

Geospatial enhances BI
Most people are familiar with the map-

ping tools from Google, Mapquest and 

others. These geospatial applications show 

data on a map and can help users visual-

ize locations of customers, facilities, etc. 

The Teradata Database can provide the 

data needed for this type of visualization. 

By themselves, however, these applications 

lack true analytical capabilities. BI applica-

tions using geospatial functions from the 

Teradata Database can produce tremen-

dous analytical results, often without ever 

rendering a map.

For example, insurance companies do not 

want to expose themselves to too much risk 

in the same area. An operational application 

used during the underwriting process could 

evaluate the added risk when a new location 

is introduced into the current portfolio of 

insured properties. While the application 
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Geospatial refers to storing and 
processing location information in 
a database and using it in business 
intelligence (BI) and other applications.



may not actually map the properties, cal-

culations based on the location data would 

indicate the concentration of properties in 

the area and, in turn, influence the scoring of 

an insurance application. This same location 

data could also be used to reveal the financial 

exposure of current insured properties that 

exist in the path of a forecast storm.

Teradata geospatial  
implementation
The Teradata geospatial capability 

comprises a new data type and database, 

along with import and export facilities for 

common spatial file formats. The new data 

type, which is a user-defined type (UDT), 

and its associated methods implement 

the SQL Multimedia (SQL/MM) spatial 

standard. The UDT, which can be down-

loaded and installed into Teradata Database 

V2R6.2 or Teradata 12, is enhanced with 

Teradata 13 and implemented as a system 

type for higher performance.

The new column type ST_GEOMETRY 

represents all of the geospatial types speci-

fied in the SQL/MM standard, including 

Points, LineStrings, Polygons, MultiPoint, 

MultiLineStrings, MultiPolygons and 

GeometryCollections. Geosequence 

type, developed and used by Teradata, 

stores a line sequence to efficiently 

track movement along a route. Within 

ST_GEOMETRY, the following attributes 

describe the geospatial data: 

> Spatial reference identifier, indicating 

the system used to specify coordinates 

for a point

> Minimum bounding rectangle, a set 

of numbers indicating the upper and 

lower bounds of the smallest rectangle 

around the spatial object

> Well-known binary (WKB) represen-

tation of geometry objects

> A set of vertices (2,500 in Teradata 

Database V2R6.2 and Teradata 12, and 

upwards of 1 million in Teradata 13)

Well-known text (WKT), a text markup 

language, or WKB, a more compact binary 

equivalent, is used when ST_ GEOMETRY 

is represented externally. 

Associated with the ST_GEOMETRY 

type are a large number of methods that 

are used within SQL to perform calcula-

tions on the spatial data. With the excep-

tion of those that take or return arrays, the 

methods defined in the SQL/MM specifica-

tion are provided and can be grouped into 

four categories: attribute, spatial, topology 

interactions and measurement. Spatial 

methods return a new geometry object and 

calculate intersection, boundary or the  

distance between locations, etc.

Topology interaction methods return 0 

or 1 to indicate relationships such as over-

laps, intersects, touches, within or crosses. 

Measurement methods return a numeric 

value for functions such as area, distance, 

perimeter or length.

The new database within the geospa-

tial capability contains spatial aggregates, 

transformations between various repre-

sentations and spatial reference systems, 

tessellation capabilities for performance, 

and spatial metadata.

Spatial data loading
Besides the data points (e.g., addresses) 

that are geocoded and stored within the 

Teradata Database, existing business data 

loading processes can be augmented to load 

spatial data (e.g., territory boundary defini-

tions, roads) received from a data supplier 

or from another system. If data is received 

in the commonly used WKT format, it can 

be loaded using SQL or Teradata TPump. 

In addition, the new TDGeoImport utility, 

a Windows program, converts data from 

other common file formats to WKB binary 

files and loads them into the Teradata 

Database. Common file formats include 

ESRI Shapefiles, MapInfo data sets in native 

TAB format, U.S. Census Bureau TIGER/

Line files and comma-separated value.

Prior to Teradata 13, TDGeoImport used 

MultiLoad to load the data. With Teradata 

13, spatial objects can hold more detail about 

the object shape and are, therefore, large data 

objects (LOBs). To accommodate this change, 
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Spatial data interchange and product interaction was made easier by industry stan-

dards, open-source organizations and commonly used proprietary specifications 

established by major vendors. The SQl Multimedia specification includes the data types 

and methods or functions for processing spatial data.

The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), a standards organization, developed and 

published specifications and code for geospatial processing under the OpenGiS brand 

name. The OGC-defined formats—well-known text, a text markup language, and well-

known binary, a more compact binary equivalent—represent and transfer spatial data. 

The U.S. Census Bureau distributes data in TiGeR/line format while major spatial tool ven-

dors have defined file formats (e.g., eSRi, inc. Shapefiles, pitney Bowes Mapinfo Tab files).

 —A.G.

Standards, sources and specs

The Teradata Database now processes location data with 
agility and scalability to offer a new dimension in analytics 
and understanding. 



TDGeoImport uses the JDBC FastLoad 

interface to load spatial objects smaller than 

64KB and the JDBC parameter array interface 

to load objects larger than 64KB.

Using spatial data
Spatial data can be analyzed in conjunction 

with other business data in BI applications 

by using the spatial methods in SQL. Even 

when the application does not automati-

cally generate this SQL, handwritten SQL 

can often be used to include location infor-

mation in reports, dashboards, etc., and to 

produce answers to complicated questions 

in “location aware” BI. 

Many products developed by Teradata 

partners allow users or developers within 

IT departments to provide any valid SQL 

for a query. Teradata partner Tableau 

Software published a blog that illustrates 

the use of handwritten SQL in more 

detail. The blog includes an example with 

distances and other spatial relationships 

used in a dashboard. As customer interest 

grows, more tools are expected to automat-

ically generate SQL to analyze spatial data.

Many spatial visualization and analysis 

tools use popular file formats defined by 

ESRI, MapInfo and Google. These Shapefile, 

TAB and KML formats can be produced from 

Teradata by the open-source ogr2ogr utility.

The value of integration
In the past, standard business data with 

location implications was stored in the data 

warehouse but then had to be extracted and 

put into another system for efficient location-

aware processing. Often, specialized systems 

that are good at mapping cannot handle 

complex BI queries on large databases. Not 

only did it limit the usefulness of the data 

but it also incurred added costs associated 

with data movement, and duplicate data and 

systems. Therefore, asking important business 

questions based on customer segmentation 

using variables such as location or distance 

from a store was impossible.

With geospatial capabilities inside the 

Teradata Database, all of this analysis can 

be done using standard SQL without ever 

extracting the data. This gives organiza-

tions a better opportunity to use location 

data as a new dimension to answering 

their business questions.  T
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Visit teradata.com to download the 
Teradata Geospatial extension UdT.  
For more on the ogr2ogr utility, go to 
www.gdal.org/ogr.
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